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Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: Penguin US | War and Democracy in the Age of Empire | In their
international bestseller Empire , Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri presented a grand unified vision
of a world in which the old forms of imperialism are no longer effective. But what of Empire in an
age of "American empire"? Has fear become our permanent condition and democracy an
impossible dream? Such pessimism is profoundly mistaken, the authors argue. Empire, by
interconnecting more areas of life, is actually creating the possibility for a new kind of democracy,
allowing different groups to form a multitude, with the power to forge a democratic alternative to
the present world order.Exhilarating in its optimism and depth of insight, Multitude consolidates
Hardt and Negri&apos;s stature as two of the most important political philosophers at work in the
world today. | Preface: Life in Common1. War1.1 SimplicissimusExemptionsGolemThe GLobla State
of WarBiopower and SecurityLegitimate ViolenceSamuel Huntington, Geheimrat1.2
CounterinsurgenciesBirth of the New WarRevolution in Military AffairsThe Mercenary and the
PatriotAsymmetry and Full-Spectrum Dominance1.3 ResistanceThe Primacy of ResistanceFrom the
People&apos;s Army to Guerrilla WarfareInventing Network StrugglesSwarm IntelligenceFrom
Biopower to Biopolitical Production2. Multitude2.1 Dangerous ClassesThe Becoming Common of
LaborThe Twilight of the Peasant WorldTwo Italians...
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ReviewsReviews

A fresh e book with a brand new point of view. It is definitely simplistic but surprises in the fi y percent of your ebook. Its been designed in an extremely
basic way and is particularly just soon after i finished reading this ebook where in fact altered me, change the way i really believe.
-- Dr . Alber ta  Schm idt V-- Dr . Alber ta  Schm idt V

This published book is wonderful. It is really simplified but unexpected situations within the fi y percent of the ebook. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr . Ja nis Reilly-- Dr . Ja nis Reilly
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